Le Blanc

Quartzite is one of the most physically durable and chemically resistant rocks found at Earth’s surface. Like other natural stones, quartzite is also a mined stone and is considered high-end and luxurious. When properly prepped, quartzite resists moisture, bacteria, stains, scratches, and is also heat-resistant. When heated during the process of manufacturing, individual quartz pieces recrystallize giving it a beautiful and sparkling appearance.

Emanating from Brazil, Le Blanc is a highly preferred quartz owing to its creamish gray background and hues of white and rustic veining. Due to its simple yet elegant appearance, Le Blanc manages to deliver a pleasing and sophisticated look. Its durability and easy maintenance allows it to be used for both interior and exterior purposes.

You may also like: Ocean Blue, Ijen Blue, Iron Blue

Origin – Brazil
Slab Thickness- 3 cm
Finishes- Polished, Satin

Best suited for
- Countertops
- Wall Cladding
- Vanity tops
- Fireplaces